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It's true - all of it! The blockbuster movie jumps from the big screen to the comic-book page! It's been three decades since the
Rebel Alliance destroyed the Death Star and toppled the Galactic Empire - but now, on the remote planet Jakku, there is a stirring
in the Force. A young scavenger named Rey...a deserting Stormtrooper named Finn...an ace pilot named Poe...and a dark
apprentice named Kylo Ren... Their lives are about to collide as the awakening begins. Writer Chuck Wendig (Star Wars: The
Aftermath Trilogy) and artist Luke Ross (HERCULES) take us back into the saga of a lifetime! Collecting STAR WARS: THE
FORCE AWAKENS ADAPTATION #1-#6.
In an overview of naval campaigns from 1939 to 1945, a military historian and author of Clash of Wings explains how sea power
changed the course of World War II. From the Atlantic to the Pacific to the North Sea and the Mediterranean, Walter Boyne
weaves together dramatic battle scenes with skillful analyses of strategies and tactics to present a wide-ranging look at all of the
naval forces operating in every theater of the Second World War.
With fresh interpretations from two new authors, wholly reconceived themes, and a wealth of cutting-edge new scholarship, the
seventh edition of America's History is designed to work perfectly with the way you teach the survey today. Building on the book's
hallmark strengths — balance, comprehensiveness, and explanatory power — as well as its outstanding visuals and extensive
primary-source features, authors James Henretta, Rebecca Edwards, and Robert Self have shaped America's History into the
ideal resource for survey classes.
The critically acclaimed, award-winning, modern classic Speak is now a stunning graphic novel. "Speak up for yourself—we want to
know what you have to say." From the first moment of her freshman year at Merryweather High, Melinda knows this is a big fat lie,
part of the nonsense of high school. She is friendless—an outcast—because she busted an end-of-summer party by calling the cops,
so now nobody will talk to her, let alone listen to her. Through her work on an art project, she is finally able to face what really
happened that night: She was raped by an upperclassman, a guy who still attends Merryweather and is still a threat to her. With
powerful illustrations by Emily Carroll, Laurie Halse Anderson's Speak: The Graphic Novel comes alive for new audiences and
fans of the classic novel. This title has Common Core connections.
The legendary Hall of Fame hockey player and six-time Stanley Cup champion tells his inspiring story for the first time, sharing the
lessons about leadership and teamwork that defined his career. Mark Messier is one of the most accomplished athletes in the
history of professional sports. He was a fierce competitor with a well-earned reputation as a winner. But few people know his real
story, not only of the astonishing journey he took to making NHL history, but of the deep understanding of leadership and respect
for the power of teamwork he gained. Messier tells of his early years with his tight-knit family, learning especially from his father,
Doug – a hockey player, coach, and teacher. He describes what it was like entering the NHL as an eighteen-year-old with a wild
side, and growing close with teammates Wayne Gretzky, Kevin Lowe, Paul Coffey, Glenn Anderson and others during their highflying dynasty years with the Edmonton Oilers. He chronicles summers spent looking for inspiration and renewed energy on trips to
exotic destinations around the world. And he recounts the highs, lows, and hard work that brought the New York Rangers to the
ultimate moment for a hockey club: lifting the Stanley Cup. Throughout, Messier shares insights about success, winning cultures,
and how leaders can help teams overcome challenges. Told with heart and sincerity, No One Wins Alone is about more than
hockey—it’s about the deep love and gratitude that comes from a life shared with others.
The secret is out -- DROON is the series that kids, parents, and teachers are talking about! And with an eye-catching new design,
this favorite series is more exciting than ever. Everything in Droon is changing. Lord Sparr has disappeared. Ko and Gethwing
have fled to the Dark Lands. And an old villain is back -- Ving, leader of the Hawk Bandits! This time, he has his twin sister in tow,
along with her band of wicked pirates. Arrrg! They're snatching magical stones from all over Droon, and using them to build an
enchanted passageway that will transport nasty dragons from the past into the present. Can Eric and his friends put a stop to the
pirates? Or will they be lost at sea?
"America's History helps AP students: Grasp vital themes: The seventh edition emphasizes political culture and political economy
to help students understand the ways in which society, culture, politics, and the economy inform one another. Understand
periodization: America's History's unique seven-part structure, which organizes history into distinct eras, introduces students to
periodization and helps them understand cause and effect, identify historical continuities, and track change over time. Develop the
skills they need to succeed: America's History's hallmark analytical narrative and pedagogy help students synthesize what they've
learned and interpret history for themselves."--Back cover.
Although the kingdom of darkness may have a firm hold on the cultural landscapes of society, an army of godly intercessors is
taking a stand.

Summer's in the air, and the Teen Titans are leaving Jump City behind for six funfilled weeks of mosquitoes, sunstroke,
and poison ivy at summer camp! What the Titans don't realize until they arrive is that this is Camp Apokolips, where the
"bug juice" is made with real bugs, the swimming pool is a fire pit, and the lunch lady is Granny Goodness! Things only
get worse when they encounter the bunks they'll be competing against in the camp's games: the Titans East and the
H.I.V.E. Five! Given all of that, there's only one thing on Robin's mind... No, not escape. It's how to beat the other bunks
to become the camp champions. This is Robin, remember?
TITANS FOREVER! The original Teen Titans always stood in the shadows of their larger-than-life mentors — young
heroes like Robin, Wonder Girl and Kid Flash saw plenty of action, but it was Batman, Wonder Woman and The Flash
who ultimately called the shots. All that changed, however, with the arrival of THE NEW TEEN TITANS in 1980 — and the
lives of DC’s adolescent adventurers would never be the same! Crafted by comics legends Marv Wolfman and George
Pérez, this all-new super-team featured greater dangers, fiercer emotions and more tangled relationships than any that
had come before. The Titans’ celebrated stories have ensured that the names of Starfire, Cyborg, Raven and
Changeling will be passed down through history alongside those famous aliases employed by Dick Grayson, Donna Troy
and Wally West. Now, for the first time, all of Wolfman and Pérez’s NEW TEEN TITANS tales are available in a
comprehensive series of trade paperback editions. THE NEW TEEN TITANS VOLUME FIVE collects issues #28-34 of
the classic title as well as the fateful THE NEW TEEN TITANS ANNUAL #2, and features the team’s historic first
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adventure with Tara Markov—a.k.a. Terra!
A young black boy, legally blind in one eye, from a hard-working family in the poorest section of Washington, D.C., leaps
to the pinnacle of his sport: the NBA Hall of Fame. A rookie bank teller rises to become one of the nation's most
celebrated black business leaders. A once-reluctant political neophyte answers the call to become mayor of America's
most troubled city, and he establishes a mentoring program for African-American boys that serves as a model for the
nation. All of these stories belong to Dave Bing. In Attacking the Rim, Bing shares this multifaceted personal saga with
rare combination of modesty, moxie and powerful self-belief. Reflecting on his playing days with the Detroit Pistons,
Washington Bullets, and Boston Celtics, Bing takes readers inside the exciting world of pro basketball at the moment
when sensational athletes were turning a low-budget game into a high-powered, multi-million dollar entertainment
spectacle. From inside the Detroit mayor's office, he offers a first-hand look at the city's plight, including intractable debt
and corruption, massive unemployment, woeful city services and infrastructure, and the daily choices between the lesser
of evils.
He pretends to have no talent for cultivating, but in fact already has super strong force. Others think he has no talent,
laugh at him, bully him, but he doesn't care, because he has more important things to do.In order to seek the
whereabouts of his parents, to regain the prestige of the family, and to protect the safety of the people, he needs to hide
his strength and win eventually when others are inadvertent.?About the Author?Nan Chen, a new online novel writer,
wrote a novel named Greatest Conceited Emperor on the literary website and received high marks. The rich storyline and
distinctive character of the book attracted readers.
This two-volume critical history of French children’s literature from 1600 to the present helps bring awareness of the
range, quality, and importance of French children’s literature to a wider audience. The works of a number of French
writers, notably La Fontaine, Charles Perrault, Jules Verne, and Saint-Exupéry were, and continue to be, widely
translated and adapted, and have influenced the development of the genre in other countries.
1444 A.D. - Constantine le Brecque a man of many facets. As the bastard son of Henry V, he was raised in secret to
protect him from the king's enemies and lived his life knowing that his royal blood was a curse. He was, however,
properly educated and trained as a knight, and one of the very best England has ever seen. But when he falls in love with
the wrong woman, the course of his life is irrevocably changed.... Now, Constantine is known as the fearsome English
pirate called LEADER OF TITANS, but his experience with his ex-lover wasn't enough to drive him away from women. He
loves them, and loves them in droves. Passion, plunder, and pirates his is motto. Enter Lady Greggoria "Gregg" de
Moyon. A pious woman, she was given a sacred object by her husband, an object much sought after by the terrible
French pirates who roam the coast between Brittany and England. When her husband is killed by the French pirates on
their quest for the treasure, Greggoria must turn to Constantine for help. She knows that only a pirate of equal strength
can fight off the French and save her from most certain doom. Constantine is more than willing to help the beautiful
woman with the unusual name. But when he unexpectedly falls for her, the man with more women than a Arab shiek
finds that his task has just become unbearably complicated. Can he save Greggoria from the French pirates who want to
see her dead? And the mysterious treasure that she is protecting... will it be his destruction?
With 14 All-Star appearances, 13 Gold Gloves, a Most Valuable Player Award, and, of course, a World Series ring, Ivan
"Pudge" Rodriguez has more than earned his spot in Cooperstown as one of the best Major League catchers of all time.
In They Call Me Pudge, Rodriguez tells the story of his unforgettable baseball journey, from signing his first professional
contract as a 16 year-old in Puerto Rico, to his years in Texas, Detroit, and beyond, to the World Series stage in Miami,
and behind the doors of the Texas Rangers front office. Rodriguez's accomplishments, his teammates, and his biggest
challenges all receive time in the spotlight in this refreshing memoir of a life and Hall-of-Fame career.
Ellie was captured during her last time travel adventure. But her friend's husband's life hangs in the balance. And this ring
she found is giving her courage. Probably too much courage for a modern woman in 1706 to have. ~~~ Baltair is glad to
see Ellie again. Her friend married his cousin and stayed, when Ellie went back to their time. But he keeps his distance.
Many will die in the upcoming battle, maybe including him.
?"Gus Dorais was one of football's early pioneers. From his humble beginnings to his influence on the sport as a player,
scout and coach, this well-researched and well-written account of Dorais's life is fascinating. The story of a football lifer
that is long overdue."—Chris Willis, Head of Research Library, NFL Films?. Charles "Gus" Dorais (1891-1954) was the
quarterback of Notre Dame's "Dorais to Rockne" tandem that revolutionized football's forward pass. A triple threat prep
star from Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin, Dorais was a captain and undefeated four-year starter at Notre Dame, and the
school's first consensus All-American in 1913. Over the next four decades, Dorais was a professional player in the preNFL days and a college football coach--notably at the University of Detroit--and then head coach of the Detroit Lions.
During his career, he tallied more than 150 wins. A pioneer of offensive strategies, Dorais played with and coached
against most of the prominent football legends of his time.
Book Three in the new Pirates of Britannia: Lords of the Sea series! A daring brotherhood, where honor among thieves
reigns supreme, and crushing their enemies is a thrilling pastime. These are the Pirates of Britannia. Thornley "Thor"
MacLeod, Captain of The Sea Devil and prominent member of the Devils of the Deep is out for one thing and one thing
only--revenge against Santiago Fernandez, leader of Los Demonios de Mar. Tormented by the demons of his past, he
knows the only relief to his pain will be spilling the blood of his enemy. When he learns that Santiago seeks to find a child
he abandoned nearly two decades before, Thor is determined to find the precious treasure first. Which means, Thor may
have to sacrifice his honor in order to exact the perfect vengeance. Orphaned at a young age, Alesia Baird has grown up
along the harsh coasts of Scotland, bearing witness to many a nightmare. With the hangman's noose dangling ever
closer to her neck, she has to find a way to escape the only life she's ever known. When she overhears a pirate mention
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he seeks the child of Santiago Fernandez, Alesia takes the leap, knowing this could be her only way out. Alesia must
keep up the ruse long enough to escape with her life, and perhaps a sack full of jewels. But when it comes time to jump
ship, she finds her destiny may have led her in a different path. Will the hardened Highlander allow a lass into his heart-or
is she destined to be forever alone?
At the heart of each successful leader, you will find unshakeable principles, core values, driving motivations and inspiring
perspectives. The Fellowship of Christian Athletes, built on the values of integrity, team work, serving and excellence,
has asked 40 leaders to share their key insights on what makes the greatest leader ever and how they live out those
principles on the field, in the arena, in the classroom and at home. Coaches, athletes, sports fans and aspiring leaders
will find motivation on every page, in addition to time-tested principles of leadership based on biblical values. And it will
answer the question: Who is the greatest leader ever? Contributors Include Kurt Warner, Lance Berkman, Tom Osborne,
Andy Pettitte, Jane Albright, Jackie Joyner-Kersee and others. It will also feature leadership success stories about the
late John Wooden and Tom Landry, and an inspiring challenge from FCA president and former NFL coach Les Steckel.
Set sail for adventure! Join us in the company of pirates in this treasure trove of stories from a crew of talented authors.
Expect the unexpected - with tales stretching from the high seas to high orbit, from swashbucklers to space corsairs.
Navigate these pages to find monsters, time travelers, buccaneers, ghosts and more. Twelve stories. Twelve authors.
Twelve worlds to explore. Come, me hearties, there are new horizons to discover.
Regarded by many of his contemporaries as the greatest baseball player of all time, John Peter “Honus” Wagner
enjoyed a remarkable career with the Pittsburgh Pirates. His record of 17 consecutive .300-plus seasons is a mark that
will probably never be broken. He led the National League eight times in hitting, six times in slugging percentage and five
times in stolen bases. Known as the Flying Dutchman, he also excelled in the field, defining the shortstop position for a
generation. Though one of the original inductees in the Baseball Hall of Fame, he has often been overlooked by baseball
fans and historians. A humble man whose biggest passions were hunting and fishing, the Pirate shortstop lacked the
flamboyance of a Ty Cobb or Babe Ruth. He rarely smoked or drank, though sometimes he indulged in a sandlot game
with the neighborhood kids. Based on contemporary newspaper accounts, family scrapbooks and correspondence, and
Wagner’s own vestpocket notebooks, this is the story of baseball’s first superstar.
“Geoff Miller has devised a virtually flawless program to assist anyone who aspires to become a winning major league
player.” —Roland Hemond, 2011 Baseball Hall of Fame Buck O’Neil Lifetime Achievement Award “One of the most
remarkable books to come out in years is called Intangibles by Geoff Miller.” —Collegiate Baseball “Intangibles is filled
with lessons and tools for helping baseball players in all stages of their development.” —Fredi Gonzalez, Manager,
Atlanta Braves “Geoff Miller is insightful in explaining the mental aspect of baseball with real issues, simple terms and
practical solutions.” —Dave Littlefield, Chicago Cubs, Special Asst. to the General Manager, Pittsburgh Pirates General
Manager (2001-2007) “I am convinced that this book is one of the best compositions written on the mental aspects within
the game of baseball.” —College Baseball Lineup “A must read for athletes looking to gain a mental edge or simply better
identify their own strengths.” —Bryan Minniti, Assistant General Manager, Washington Nationals Foreword by Vince
Gennaro, author of Diamond Dollars: The Economics of Winning in Baseball A must read for all baseball players,
coaches, and fans… Mental skills coach Geoff Miller has spent years helping professional baseball players improve their
mental toughness—both on and off the field. Now, he’s making these invaluable lessons available to everyone who loves
the game of baseball. From high school to the Major Leagues, all baseball players struggle with competition, pressure,
and their own personal challenges. This book, through inspiring stories about professional baseball players in various
stages of their careers, as well as hands-on tips and questionnaires, will help players evaluate and improve the mental
skills that are necessary for that competitive edge. In Intangibles, you’ll find stories, instruction, and practical applications
that teach players and coaches how to put forth their best mental games—portrayed through the eyes of those who have
experienced those learning moments firsthand in their quests to become Major Leaguers. From a local park’s baseball
diamond to dusty minor league dugout benches to the musty concrete tunnels under Major League stadiums, Intangibles
meets players where they are, offering specific ways to improve performance and outlook. Players features in the book
include Brandon Moss, Nyjer Morgan, Nate McLouth, Ryan Vogelsong, Jason Bay, Adam LaRoche, Matt Capps, among
others. Whether you hope to be a big league player someday, or whether you simply want to play your best game, this
book is essential for all athletes who want to learn how to overcome fear, build confidence, and develop a mental
framework for success.
Spanish pirates take to the high seas in this passionate and powerful Pirates of Britannia adventure! Capit
In this epic sci-fi adventure for fans of The Expanse and Battlestar Galactica, five intrepid heroes must unite to save
civilization after a long-dormant enemy awakens and strikes a devastating blow “This jarring, engrossing story of a
species-wide fight for survival is recommended for all science fiction readers.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) The
galaxy was once terrorized by the Sturm, a group of “species purists” intent on destroying any human with genetic or
cybernetic enhancements. Fashioning themselves as the one true “Human Republic,” the Sturm cut a bloody swath
across the stars, killing billions before finally being defeated and driven into the far reaches of Dark Space. Centuries of
peace bred complacency. Everyone believed the Sturm had died out in the Dark. They were wrong. The enemy has
returned and, with a brutal and decisive attack, knocks out almost all of humanity’s defenses. Now on the brink of
annihilation, humankind’s only hope is a few brave souls who survived the initial attack: Commander Lucinda Hardy,
thrust into uncertain command of the Royal Armadalen Navy’s only surviving warship. Booker3, a soldier of Earth,
sentenced to die for treason, whose time on death row is cut short when the Sturm attack his prison compound. Princess
Alessia, a young royal of the Montanblanc Corporation, forced to flee when her home planet is overrun and her entire
family executed. Sephina L’trel, the leader of an outlaw band who must call on all of her criminal skills to resist the
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invasion. And, finally, Admiral Frazer McLennan, the infamous hero of the first war with the Sturm hundreds of years ago,
who hopes to rout his old foes once and for all—or die trying. These five flawed, reluctant heroes must band together to
prevail against a relentless enemy and near-impossible odds. For if they fail, the future itself is doomed. “Frenetic action
viewed in a black fun-house mirror.”—Kirkus Reviews
Finally! When the Baylor Bears cut down the nets in Indianapolis, they capped the most unbelievable and accomplished season in
program history. From both their first conference championship and Final Four appearance in 71 years, to fighting through the
myriad of challenges of an unprecedented global pandemic, to winning the first national championship in Baylor men's basketball
history, this is a team that no Bears' fan will ever forget.How They Drew It Up: Baylor's Unforgettable 2021 Championship Season
is the inside story of Baylor's dominant and eventful 2020-2021 season, featuring expert coverage and analysis from Our Daily
Bears and site director and editor Kendall Kaut, and stunning photography documenting the Bears' amazing run. Powered by the
explosive perimeter trio of Jared Butler, MaCio Teague, and Davion Mitchell, Coach Scott Drew's team announced themselves as
a college hoops powerhouse with an 18-0 start to the season and statement wins over Illinois, Kansas, and Texas, before moving
on to the NCAA Tournament where they dispatched Hartford, Wisconsin, Villanova, and Arkansas in short order, setting up a
triumphant Final Four victory over Houston in a Lone Star State battle to reach the national championship game. From adjusting to
frequent game postponements and cancellations to bouncing back after showing rust following a program shut down for three
weeks in February due to COVID-19 protocols, How They Drew It Up is an essential keepsake for any Bears fan. This
commemorative edition also includes features on Butler, Mitchell, Matthew Mayer, Mark Vital and more!
Lords of the sea. A daring brotherhood, where honor among thieves reigns supreme, and crushing their enemies is a thrilling
pastime. These are the pirates of Britannia. When Highland pirate prince Shaw "Savage" MacDougall is invited to a deadly feast,
he doesn't know that saving a wee lass could forever change his future. Widowed at a young age, Lady Jane Lindsey seeks refuge
from her departed husband's vengeful enemies. For five years, she's held a secret that could cost her everything, including her life.
When her safety is compromised, she reaches out to the only man who's protected her in the past and offers him a bounty he
cannot refuse. Shaw's life is perfect. Whisky, women and mayhem. He wants for nothing-until Lady Jane presents a treasure he'd
never considered possessing. He'll have to risk his lethal reputation in order to save a lass he barely knows, again. And she'll have
to trust a pirate to see their arrangement through to the end. But what happens when perilous battles turn to sinful kisses? Who
will save them from each other?
The inspirational bestseller that ignited a movement and asked us to find our WHY Discover the book that is captivating millions on
TikTok and that served as the basis for one of the most popular TED Talks of all time—with more than 56 million views and
counting. Over a decade ago, Simon Sinek started a movement that inspired millions to demand purpose at work, to ask what was
the WHY of their organization. Since then, millions have been touched by the power of his ideas, and these ideas remain as
relevant and timely as ever. START WITH WHY asks (and answers) the questions: why are some people and organizations more
innovative, more influential, and more profitable than others? Why do some command greater loyalty from customers and
employees alike? Even among the successful, why are so few able to repeat their success over and over? People like Martin
Luther King Jr., Steve Jobs, and the Wright Brothers had little in common, but they all started with WHY. They realized that people
won't truly buy into a product, service, movement, or idea until they understand the WHY behind it. START WITH WHY shows that
the leaders who have had the greatest influence in the world all think, act and communicate the same way—and it's the opposite of
what everyone else does. Sinek calls this powerful idea The Golden Circle, and it provides a framework upon which organizations
can be built, movements can be led, and people can be inspired. And it all starts with WHY.
Any woman who says she's no trouble will be nothing but trouble!The Pirate's Bluestocking by Chasity Bowlin is now Available.
Read for Free with Kindle Unlimited!Kidnapped by a fortune hunter who intended to force her hand in marriage, Miss Kitty
Wyverne uses her wits and all her resourcefulness to escape the villain... and promptly finds herself in yet another dangerous
situation. The small cart she's taken refuge in, hidden amongst the crates and barrels, is being driven to the Port of Ellesmere by a
notorious pirate, Declan Kelly. Handsome, charming, and far too appealing for her peace of mind, Kitty doesn't trust him, but she's
nonetheless drawn to him. When Declan discovers Kitty's presence, it's like he's struck gold. She needs safe passage home, and
he needs the assistance of a lady in order to gain access to one of his enemies. With the deal struck, they embark on their journey
together. Of course, he didn't count on just how much Kitty would appeal to him and how much he wants her for himself. But
neither of them could foresee the complications that would lay ahead when the crew of the Sweet Colleen learns of the reward for
Kitty's return... and that in proclaiming her kidnapping to the world, her father is cementing her status as a fallen woman.Facing
mutiny, deadly storms, and their own growing attraction for one another, Kitty realizes that perhaps being a lady isn't what she
wants, after all. Not when being The Pirate's Bluestocking offers passion, excitement and the promise of love.
A darkly sensual pirate tale of passion and intrigue... 1764 When Faryn is captured by the mysterious and sensual dread pirate
Captain Wraith Noir, who delivers her as a slave to the flesh-hungry court of the pirate queen, she expects her future will be bleak
and death imminent. Lucky for Faryn, Wraith offers a different destiny-he wants her for his own. Little does she realize that he's
discovered she will help him clear his name. Betrayed many years ago, he sought out the pirate life in an effort to survive and
reclaim what was his. But he didn't count on falling for his bounty... Duty, desire, passion, revenge and treachery besiege Faryn
and Wraith. With the future uncertain, only fate, love and the truth will set them both free.
Since she sailed away after the pirates' adventure with scientists, the pirates' boat has been somewhat battered by the rigours of
ocean life. Her mast keeps collapsing, her wheel has broken off and several of the pirates have ended up with nasty splinters.
Realising his paintings can only cover up the leaks for so long, the Pirate Captain decides he must pay a visit to Cutlass Liz's boat
yard (Liz is 'famed for having the best face on the entire eastern seaboard') and trade his ship in for a newer model. Dazzled by
the swan-lined curtains and tennis courts of 'The Lovely Emma', and frankly, by Cutlass Liz's lovely face, the Pirate Captain makes
a rash decision and finds himself with a debt of six thousand doubloons, and very little time in which to pay it before the sands of
Liz's hourglass run out and he and his crew are gutted like fish.
An Inspiring True Story Set in the Midst of the Civil Rights Era By 1970, racial tension was at a breaking point in the southern town
of Gallatin, Tennessee. Desegregation had emotions running high. The town was a powder keg ready to erupt. But it was also on
the verge of something incredible. Eddie Sherlin and Bill Ligon were boys growing up on opposite sides of the tracks who shared a
passion for basketball. They knew the barriers that divided them--some physical landmarks and some hidden in the heart--but
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those barriers melted away when the boys were on the court. After years of playing wherever they could find a hoop, Eddie and
Bill entered the rigors of their respective high school teams. And at the end of the 1970 season, all-white Gallatin High and allblack Union High faced each other in a once-in-a-lifetime championship game. What happened that night would challenge Eddie
and Bill--and transform their town. This New York Times bestseller is a fast-paced true story of courage, determination, character,
and forgiveness.
The club’s most iconic and successful players and managers.

Two female titans -- perfectly matched in guts, guile, and political genius. Elizabeth, queen of England, has taken on the
mighty Spanish Armada and, in a stunning sea battle, vanquished it. But her troubles are far from over. Just across the
western channel, her colony Ireland is embroiled in seething rebellion, with the island's fierce, untamed clan chieftains
and their "wild Irish" followers refusing to bow to their English oppressors. Grace O'Malley -- notorious pirate, gunrunner,
and "Mother of the Irish Rebellion" -- is at the heart of the conflict. For years, she has fought against the English
stranglehold on her beloved country. At the height of the uprising Grace takes an outrageous risk, sailing up the Thames
to London for a face-to-face showdown with her nemesis, the queen of England. In this "enthralling historical fiction"
(Publishers Weekly), Robin Maxwell masterfully brings to life these strong and pugnacious women in order to tell the littleknown but crucial saga of Elizabeth's Irish war.
In 1960, Major League Baseball reached a crossroads in its history. Facing a challenge from the Continental Baseball
League, the owners of the original 16 major league teams elected to admit new clubs. This in-depth look at that pivotal
season—the last played with only the original 16 teams—follows the New York Yankees and the Pittsburgh Pirates on their
march to the 1960 World Series. The trials and triumphs of these two teams reflect the changes, large and small, that
came to define the sport in the following decades—surnames on the backs of the uniforms, exploding scoreboards, the
increasing impact of international players, and foremost of all, expansion. Marking the end of the “Golden Age” of
baseball and the beginning of the ascendancy of professional football as the national pastime, this historic season
witnessed the intersection of the past and future of American professional sports.
A compassionate mercenary. An independent Lady. A long-buried truth...Pirate mercenary Lochlan MacLean has always
longed for his own lands to call home. When a debt-ridden father hires him for a task that challenges his moral code kidnapping a woman, the spoils will materialize his dreams. Aye, a job he can't resist.Strong-willed, independent Lady
Isabel Willys has always been promised her abundant future is hers to choose. She's blindsided when she finds out her
father's promised her to a widowed Scottish Laird under the guise of a peace treaty between their families.Whilst
journeying to visit family, Isabel's travel party is set upon by bandits, she thinks it's her betrothed too impatient to wait, but
she soon finds out everything she's ever known is a lie and her and her family's future is uncertain. Will Isabel's fierce
attraction to this mercenary prevent the promised peace for her family? Will Lochlan give up the one thing he's always
wanted for the one thing he never knew he needed?Read for FREE with Kindle Unlimited!
In Victorian London, the fates of physician Simon Bell and apothecary Gaelan Erceldoune entwine when Simon gives his
wife an elixir created by Gaelan from an ancient manuscript. Meant to cure her cancer, it kills her. Suicidal, Simon
swallows the remainder--only to find he cannot die. Five years later, hearing rumors of a Bedlam inmate with
regenerative powers like his own, Simon is shocked to discover it's Gaelan. The two men conceal their immortality, but
the only hope of reversing their condition rests with Gaelan's missing manuscript. When modern-day pharmaceutical
company Transdiff Genomics unearths diaries describing the torture of Bedlam inmates, the company's scientists
suspect a link between Gaelan and an unnamed inmate. Gaelan and Transdiff Genomics geneticist Anne Shawe are
powerfully drawn to each other, and her family connection to his manuscript leads to a stunning revelation. Will it bring
ruin or redemption? From the Trade Paperback edition.
Ted Turner and Rupert Murdoch, major players in the media world today, are featured in this dual biography. In great
detail it delves into both the personal and professional lives of these two outsized figures, their fierce competition, and
their enormous effect on American daily life.
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